
The purpose of this paper is to explore the potential standardization of multiple, modular, re-usable multi-agent 
autonomous robotic systems and certification. Unlike traditionally engineered systems, autonomous systems are 
expected to behave predictably in varying environmental contexts that cannot be fully specified formally. Modeling 
the Moon’s environment portended for Artemis Mission suggests relevancy for tackling hazard avoidance and safe 
rover navigation. Although several navigation algorithms exist, some cannot be used in safety-critical scenarios 
because they have not been verified [1]. 
 
Robotic swarms, proposed for large-scale exploration, revolve around the concept of a team of robots that work 
cooperatively to explore an environment, but act as a single entity aiming to accomplish a common goal.  
The coordination of multiple robots within an uncertain and unsafe environment [2] challenges the objective having 
presence in multiple locations at once and interpreting the situation at reduced cost, increased flexibility, and 
increased reliability. Direct coding all the necessary rules to reliably handle coordination and uncertainty is 
problematic. Instead, coordinated reinforcement learning enables rovers to iteratively learn through trial and error 
actions. And, machine controllers can determine with millimeter accuracy the relative positions of all moving 
components as tasks are performed [3]. 
 
To address the challenge of combining discrete computations and a continuous environment, a robotic system is 
typically separated into several layers. At the bottom, the functional layer consists of control software for the robot's 
hardware. Then, the intermediate layer generally utilizes a middleware framework (such as ROS or GenenoM) that 
provides an interface to the hardware components. The upper layer contains the decision-making components of the 
robotic system, which capture its autonomous behavior [4]. 
 
Formal methods offer a concrete basis for specification, verification, and synthesis in autonomous systems, but do 
not provide guidance for translating desired values and acceptable risks into formal models. Frameworks that 
explicitly allow for ambiguities in specifications and uncertainties are required for partial decisions in modeling. 
Software engineers in the bottom level perform the translation of requirements into software design and into code, 
trying to capture the systems engineer’s understanding of system behavior, which is not always explicitly specified. 
This gap translates in the middleware framework and possibly leads to serious flaws in system operations. The twin 
problems of errors of omission and errors of interpretation are exacerbated because opportunities for error grow with 
the number of different ‘mindsets’ about control mechanisms. Utilization of reusable or legacy software does not 
help. Robot swarms have shown both resilience and robustness. Yet, system performance and robustness are 
improved in the upper layer by dynamics-aware planners.  
 
Behavior planning starts with scripting simple chains of behaviors, followed by evaluation of search-based and 
optimization-based planning approaches to generate the behavior trees [5]. At each stage, testing will consist of 
trajectory planning and execution with obstacle information and state feedback provided by the sensing module. The 
next layer of autonomy consists of modules implementing a small set of low-level behaviors, such as moving to a 
goal or actuating the tool. Higher level behaviors, such as scanning the environment or picking and placing an 
object, will then be implemented by composing lower level behaviors into behavior trees that can represent several 
common decision-making data structures [6].  Multiple sensors and communications deployed in a physical 
environment activate sensor inputs for autonomous decision-making components. The choices made by agent-based 
autonomous systems can be formally verified to provide evidence for certification. Certification involves a legal, 
rather than scientific assessment and, usually appeals to external review, typically by some regulator. The 
certification processes adhere to standards, namely documentary guidance on the proof of compliance. 
Organizations, including CENELEC, IEC, IEEE, and ISO, provide generic standards relevant across many 
(autonomous) system domains.  
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